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, se demuestran algunos resultados de inmersión y se demuestra un teorema de
representación tipo Riesz que plantea una relación entre los espacios de Lebesgue con exponente
variable y RBVppq. Además se estudia el operador de Nemytskii definido en RBVppq, dando una
completa caracterización de este cuando es globalmente Lipchitz. Finalmente, se definen los espa-
cios de variacion acotada en el sentido de Riesz con exponente variable sobre el conjuto de medidas
vectoriales y se estudia el espacio dual de los espacios Bochner-Lebesgue con exponente variable.
Palabras clave: variación acotada, espacio de exponente variable, Operador de Nemitskii, Lemma de
representación de Riesz , espacio modular, Espacio de Bochner-Lebesgue con exponente variable.
x
Abstract
In this thesis we introduce the variable exponent bounded variation spaces in the Riesz sense 
RBVppq

, we prove some embedding results and show that a type of Riesz representation lem-
ma is valid in the newly introduced spaces. On the other hand, we characterize global Lipschitz
Nemytskii operators defined in the Riesz bounded variation space with variable exponent. Finally





in terms of the variable exponent Riesz bounded variation spaces for vector measures.
Keywords: bounded variation, variable exponent space, Nemitskii operator, Riesz representation lem-
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Bounded Variation spaces have been a lively research field since 1881 when Camile Jordan defined
them in his foundational paper [27] while he was studying the convergence of Fourier series. Later
on, several generalizations of bounded variation spaces there appeared. In 1924, Wiener defined
the so called Wiener p-variation (see, [51]). It was introduced as the set of functions f : ra, bs Ñ R
that satisfies




∣∣fptjq  fptj1q∣∣p   8, 1 ¤ p   8, (1-1)
where the sup is taken over all the partitions Π of ra, bs. When p  1 we recover the classical
definition of Bounded variation. Independently, F. Riesz introduced in [45] the class of functions
nowadays called Riesz Bounded variation spaces (RBVppra, bsq) when investigating systems of
integrable functions. He definedRBVppra, bsq to be the class of functions f : ra, bs Ñ R satisfying






  8, 1 ¤ p   8, (1-2)
where the sup is taken in the same way of (1-1). In relation with (1-2), it was proved in [45] the so
called Riesz Theorem, which establishes that
f P RBVppr0, 1sq ðñ f P ACpr0, 1sq, f
1 P Lppr0, 1sq, 1 ¤ p   8. (1-3)
Moreover, in this case we have




where ACpr0, 1sq is the set of absolute continuous functions in ra, bs and ‖‖Lppra,bsq denotes the
Lppra, bsq norm.
On the other hand, Birbaum and Orlicz introduced in 1931 a generalization of the classical Lebesgue
spaces [5] which later were going to be called Orlicz spaces. This approach to the Banach function
spaces theory offered a new scope for the study of bounded variation concept; based on the spirit of
Orlicz spaces, Young extended in 1937 the notion of Wiener variation to a broaden class of functions
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called Wiener-Young variation spaces (see [52]). Given a Young’s function ϕ, the Wiener-Young
variation is defined as the extended real number





∣∣fptjq  fptj1q∣∣	 , (1-5)
if V wϕ pf ; ra, bsq   8, we say that f is a function of Wiener-Young variation. Similarly, in 1953,
Medvedev generalized the Riesz variation (see [36]) as the set of functions f : ra, bs Ñ R such that
VRϕ pf ; ra, bsq   8, where








ptj  tj1q, (1-6)
and the sup is taken over all the partitions of ra, bs, moreover, it was shown by Mendelev that the
variation given in (1-6) holds an equivalent representation result to (1-3) in this scale of functions.
Apart from the extensions above, many generalizations of bounded variation spaces have been in-
troduced, for example the Schramm variation (see [48]) studies a distortion in the range intervals by
replacing ϕ in (1-5) by a countable sequence of Young’s functions tϕju. The κvariation introdu-
ced by Korenblum in 1975 (see, [31]) includes in the expression ptj  tj1q a distortion function κ
that satisfies certain conditions of growth. For a complete account of non-classical bounded varia-
tions spaces and Riesz type representation theorems we refer the reader to [2, 3, 4, 18, 26, 39, 49, 50].
The Riesz Theorem on the spaces of Riesz variation and Riesz ϕvariation has interesting conse-
quences, for example, the characterization of the Nemytskii operator, also called on the literature,
the non-autonomous composition operator. Let f : ra, bs RÑ R be a fixed function and Fra, bs
the linear space of functions u : ra, bs Ñ R. The map F : Fra, bs Ñ Fra, bs given by
F puqptq  fpt, uptqq, t P ra, bs, u P Fra, bs, (1-7)
is called the Nemytskii operator. Moreover, the Nemytskii operator is not linear. Studying the solu-
tion to the functional equation
uptq  fpt, upgptqqq,
for g : ra, bs Ñ ra, bs and f given functions, J. Matkowski showed in [35] that the Nemytskii
operator (1-7) maps the space of Lipchitz functions (Lipra, bs) into itself and is globally Lipchitz
if and only if there exist functions G,H P Lipra, bs such that
fpt, yq  Gptqy  Hptq, t P ra, bs, y P R,
since the Lipchitz functions are embedded in the spaces of Riesz bounded variation, this result has
been extended to the scale of bounded variation functions and other function spaces (see e.g.,[12,
15, 17, 33, 37] ). Furhter, it seems that Nemytskii operator has recently received attention in pro-
blems regarding solvability, existence and uniqueness of integral equations (see e.g., [1, 10, 11, 13]).
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Simultaneously, around 1930’s with the vigorous progress on the study of Bounded variation spa-
ces, the theory of integration in function spaces with values in Banach spaces and problems of
representation of linear functionals in Lebesgue and Orlicz spaces were finding more attention. In
1938, Bochner and Taylor stated an equivalence between pLpr0, 1s, Bq and the spaces of Riesz
bounded variation over functions with values in B (see, [7]), where B is a Banach space and B
its conjugate space. Next, W. Bogdanowicz worked in the same problem from a more general ap-




 by means of Riesz variation on vector measures (see [43, 44]). Not long
ago, the integral representation problem of
 
LppBq
 was studied for by E.A. Sánchez Pérez and
O. Blasco in [6] from the perspective of pconvex Banach lattices; other recent surveys with this
particular approach are [46, 47]. On the setting of generalized Lebesgue spaces, particularly va-




isomorphic to Lp1pqpBq, 1{ppxq 1{p1pxq  1 wheneverB has the Radom Nikodym property (for
precise definitions see Chapter 5).
Taking into account the developments described above regarding bounded variation spaces, we
planned this work to be guided for the next objectives.
1.2. Objectives
1. a) Define a notion of bounded variation in the Riesz sense on the setting of variable expo-
nent spaces (RBVppqpra, bsq) and show it stands as a modular space.
b) Prove that RBVppqpra,bsq is a Banach space with the Luxemburg norm and state embed-
dings results between ACra, bs,Lipra, bs and RBVppqpra, bsq.
c) Establish a representation for the RBVppqpra, bsq norm in terms of the norm of variable
Lebesgue spaces Lppqpq, that is, prove a Riesz type theorem in our framework.
2. a) Verify that RBVppqpra, bsq is a Banach algebra.
b) Characterize the global Lipchitz Nemytskii operator fromRBVppqpra, bsq Ñ RBVqpqpra, bsq
in the cases 1 ¤ ppxq ¤ qpxq and 1 ¤ qpxq   ppxq.
3. a) Define the space of variable exponent bounded variation in the Riesz sense on vector
valued measures.
b) Obtain an integral representation of the dual of Bochner-Lebesgue spacesLppqpra, bs, Bq
by the means of the variable exponent bounded variation spaces in the Riesz sense on
vector measures.
4 1 Introduction
This Thesis is based on the following works.
1. R. Castillo, O.M Guzmán, and H. Rafeiro, Variable exponent bounded variation spaces in the
Riesz sense, Nonlinear Anal. 132 (2016), 173–182.
2. R. Castillo, O.M Guzmán, and H. Rafeiro, Nemytskii operator in Riesz-bounded variation
spaces with variable exponent, Mediterr. J. Math. 14 (2017), no. 1, Art. 2, 11.
3. R. Castillo, O.M Guzmán and H. Rafeiro, Linear functionals on variable Bochner-Lebesgue
spaces ([16]). 2018. (submitted).
2 Preliminaries
Modular spaces were introduced in 1950 by H.Nakano in his seminal work [40]. These spaces ge-
neralize the Lebesgue and Orlicz spaces by defining a functional that controls the growth of the
elements of the space. Since our framework, variable Riesz Bounded Variation Spaces, is structu-
rally a function modular space, and simultaneously it represents a generalization of the classical
bounded variation spaces, the purpose of this chapter is collect some central results and definitions
on the setting of modular spaces. For complete works on modular spaces we refer the reader to
[29, 32, 38].
2.1. Modular function spaces
In this section we provide the basics on modular spaces. Throughout this chapter Ω will denote a
real vector space, Σ will be a σ-algebra defined over subsets of Ω. By a ring P we mean a non
empty class of subsets of Ω which is closed under finite unions and differences. If P is closed under
countable intersections, we say that P is a δring. Given a fixed δ-ring P we will consider the
smallest σ-algebra Σ that contains P and satisfies E X A P P for every E P P , A P Σ. We will
assume that Ω 

Aj for some non decreasing sequence of sets tAjujPN in P .
Let us recall that a set function µ : Σ ÝÑ r0,8s is called a subadditive measure on Σ if for each







j µpAjq, for every tAjujPN P Σ, we say that µ is a σ-subadditive




αjχAj , αj P R, Aj P P , (2-1)
where Ai X Ak  H if i  k will be called P-simple functions. We denote the set of simple
functions by E . By M8 we mean the set of real valued measurable functions, that is, functions
f : Ω ÝÑ R such that there exists a sequence tsju P E covering pointwise to f .
Definition 2.1.1. A functional ρ : E  Σ ÝÑ r0,8s is called a function semimodular if satisfies:
(1) ρp0, Aq  0 for every A P Σ.
(2) ρpf, Aq ¤ ρpg, Aq whenever |fpxq| ¤ |gpxq| for any x P A, f, g P E and A P Σ.
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(3) ρpf, q : Σ ÝÑ r0,8s is a σ-subadditive measure for every f P E .
(4) ρpα,Aq Ñ 0 whenever αÑ 0 for every A P P , where ρpα,Aq  ρpαχA, Aq.
(5) ρpα,Ajq Ñ 0 for every α ¡ 0, if Aj P P for all j P N and
8
j1Aj  H.
(6) There exists α0 ¡ 0 such that ρpβ,Aq  0 for every β P R whenever A P P and ρpα,Aq  0
for some α ¡ α0.
A function semimodular that satisfies property p6q above with α0  0 is called a function modular.
In addition, a functional that satisfies properties p1q  p5q is called a function pseudomodular.
We can extend Definition 2.1.1 to M8 and each A P Σ by defining
ρpf, Aq : suptρpg, Eq : g P E ,|gpxq| ¤ |fpxq| , for any x P Au.
Definition 2.1.2. We say that a set A P Σ is ρ-null if ρpα,Aq  0 for every α ¡ 0. A property
P pxq is said that is satisfied ρ-almost everywhere if the set tx P Ω : P pxq does not hold u is a
ρ-null set.
Due to 2.1.1-p3q the countable union of ρnull sets is a null set. We say that two functions are equal
ρa.e if they differ only on a ρnull set. Let us denote ρpf,Ωq  ρpfq.
Definition 2.1.3. Given a functional ρ : Ω ÝÑ r0,8s. We say that ρ is a semimodular over Ω if for
every f, g PM and α P R it satisfies:
(1) ρp0q  0;
(2) ρpαfq  ρpfq for every α P R such that |α|  1;
(3) ρpαf   p1 αqgq ¤ ρpfq   ρpgq for every α P r0, 1s.
(4) ρpαfq  0 for all α ¡ 0 implies f  0.
A semimodular ρ is called left continuous if ĺım
αÑ1
ρpαfq  ρpfq. Additionally, ρ is called right con-
tinuous if ĺım
αÑ1 
ρpαfq  ρpfq. If ρ is left and right continuous it is called continuous. In addition,
if
ρpαf   p1 αqgq ¤ αρpfq   p1 αqρpgq for every α P r0, 1s,
we call to ρ a convex semimodular. If ρ satisfies p1q  p3q it is called a pseudomodular. If besides
p1q  p4q there holds ρpfq  0 implies f  0, we say ρ is a modular.
According to the definition of semimodular (pseudomodular) we define the modular function spaces
by
Lρ  tf PM8; ρpαfq Ñ 0 as αÑ 0 u.
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Theorem 2.1.4. The function semimodular ρp,Ωq is a semimodular.
Proof. We have to check properties p1q  p4q from Definition 2.1.3. In view of 2.1.1-p1q we get
ρp0q  0. For any α P R such that |α|  1 we get by definition of ρ for measurable functions
ρpαfq  tρpgq : g P E , |gpxq| ¤ |α||fpxq| , x P Ωu
 tρpgq : g P E , |gpxq| ¤ |fpxq| , x P Ωu
 ρpfq.
In order to prove p4q we assume ρpαfq  0 for all α ¡ 0. Take a sequence of simple functions tgju
such that





Let us assume that for some k P N, supppgkq  supppfq, then exists some ε ¡ 0 small enough such
that |gkpxq  fpxq| ¡ ε, for x P supppgkq. Hence for all j ¥ k we get
∣∣gjpxq  fpxq∣∣ ¡ ε, which
is a contradiction. By property p2q of 2.1.1 and hypothesis we obtain ρpαj, supppgjqq ¤ ρpαgjq ¤
ρpαfq  0 for some αj ¡ α0. Therefore supppgjq is a ρnull set by 2.1.1-p6q. It follows by
equality (2-2) that f  0 ρa.e. Now, consider f, g P M and 0 ¤ α, β   1 satisfying α   β  1.
We estimate as follows
|αfpxq   βgpxq| ¤ α|fpxq|  β|gpxq|
¤ αmaxt|fpxq| ,|gpxq|u   βmaxt|fpxq| ,|gpxq|u
 maxt|fpxq| ,|gpxq|u.
Let
E1  tx P Ω : |fpxq| ¥ |gpxq|u, E2  tx P Ω : |gpxq| ¡ |fpxq|u,
and define h  fχE1   gχE2 . Then
|αfpxq   βgpxq| ¤ maxt|fpxq| ,|gpxq|u
¤ |hpxq| ,
and an application of Definition 2.1.1 enable us to write
ρpαf   βgq ¤ ρphq
 ρph,E1 Y E2q
¤ ρph,E1q   ρph,E2q
 ρpf, E1q   ρpg, E2q
¤ ρpfq   ρpgq,
we conclude that ρ is a semimodular.
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p1  ρpkfqq : k ¡ 0
*
.
Remark 2.1.5. Let ϕ : r0,8q Ñ R  be a non decreasing continuous such that ϕp0q  0 and
ϕpuq Ñ 8, uÑ 8. Then ϕ is called a ϕ-function.
Example 2.1.6. Let ϕ be a ϕ-functions and Πra,bs a partition, by non-degenerate intervals, of ra, bs.
For a fixed function f : ra, bs Ñ R such that fpaq  0 we define the ϕ-variation of f by





∣∣fptjq  fptj1q∣∣	 ,
where the sup is taken over all the partition of ra, bs. Then Vwϕ pf ; ra, bsq is a modular. Moreover,
if ϕ is convex, Vwϕ pf ; ra, bsq is a convex modular.
Remark 2.1.7. Throughout this work, all the partitions Πra,bs will be assumed to be non-degenerate.
Proposition 2.1.8. If tfju  M converges uniformly to a function f P M on a set E P P , then
ρpαpfj  fq, Eq Ñ 0 for all α ¡ 0.
Proof. We might assume without loss of generality supppfjq  E, for all j P N and for some
E P P . Fix α ¡ 0. Since tfju converges uniformly we get
sup
xPE
α|fkpxq  fpxq|Ñ 0, k Ñ 8
thus, by Definition 2.1.1 we get
ρpαpfk  fq, Eq Ñ 0, k Ñ 8.
Remark 2.1.9. We highlight that 2.1.1-p4q guarantees Lρ contains the set of bounded functions
with support in P .
In the sequel we shall deal with convex function semimodulars. Let α P R be such that|α| ¡ 1. By
the convexity of ρ we obtain
ρpfq  ρrα1pαfqs  ρr |α|1 pαfq   p1|α|1q0s
¤ |α|1 ρpαfq   p1|α|1qρp0q  |α|1 ρp|α| fq,
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thus
ρpαfq  ρp |α| fq ¥ |α| ρpfq, when |α| ¡ 1. (2-3)
When|α| ¤ 1 we estimate in a similar way to get
ρpαfq  ρp |α| fq ¤ |α| ρpfq, when |α| ¤ 1. (2-4)
The next lemma states that‖‖Lρ is a norm on Lρ.
Lemma 2.1.10. Let Lρ be a semimodular space and ρ be a convex semimodular. Then Lρ is a
normed vector space with the Luxemburg norm‖‖Lρ .






















as α Ñ 0. Then Lρ is a vector space. On the other hand, by the definition of ρ we have that
‖0‖Lρ  0 and‖f‖Lρ   8 for all f P Lρ. Moreover, if‖f‖Lρ  0 then ρpαfq ¤ 1 for all α ¡ 0.
















Therefore ρpαfq  0 for all α ¡ 0. The definition of semimodular implies that f  0. To prove
the homogeneity of ‖‖Lρ consider β P R; then
‖βf‖Lρ  inf
"







































Finally, given f, g P Lρ and u ¡ ‖f‖Lρ , v ¡ ‖g‖Lρ we deduce by the definition of ‖‖Lρ that







































this implies ‖f   g‖Lρ ¤ u   v. In view of the restriction over u, v we conclude ‖f   g‖Lρ ¤
‖f‖Lρ  ‖g‖Lρ . Therefore we have proved‖‖Lρ is a norm.
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The norm convergence has a relation with the semimodular convergence, it is outlined in the next
Lemma.
Lemma 2.1.11. Let ρ a semimodular and tfju  Lρ . Then
∥∥fj∥∥Lρ Ñ 0 if and only if ρpαfq Ñ 0
for all α ¡ 0.
Proof. Suppose
∥∥fj∥∥Lρ Ñ 0, then, by definition of‖‖Lρ there exists a sequence tλjku satisfying
λjk Ó
∥∥fj∥∥Lρ and‖fk‖Lρ   λkk Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. Fix any α ¡ 0 and observe that αλkk Ñ 0, therefore
ρpfj{αλ
j


















¤ λjj Ñ 0,
as j Ñ 8. On the other hand, assume ρpαfjq Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8 for all α ¡ 0, hence ρpαfjq ¤ 1
for large j. This implies by definition of‖‖Lρ that
∥∥fj∥∥Lρ   1{α. Since α is arbitrary we conclude∥∥fj∥∥Lρ Ñ 0.
Definition 2.1.12. We say that a function semimodular has the Fatou property if ρpfjq Ò ρpfq
whenever
∣∣fj∣∣ Ò |f | ρa.e.
Our framework in the next chapters shall be regarded left continuous modulars, therefore the fol-
lowing theorem stands as a practical result to show that a left continuous semimodular holds the
Fatou property.
Theorem 2.1.13. Let ρ be a semimodular, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) ρ has the Fatou property;
(2) ρ is left continuous.
Proof. p1q ñ p2q: Let us consider tαju Ò 1 and f P Lρ. Then
∣∣αjf ∣∣ Ò |f |, this implies by the Fatou
property ρpαjfq Ò ρpfq, which is lim
αÑ1
ρpαfq  ρpfq.
p2q ñ p1q: Assume
∣∣fj∣∣ Ò |f | and let γ  lim
jÑ8
ρpfjq. Since
∣∣fj∣∣ ¤ |f | there holds ρpfjq ¤ γ ¤ ρpfq.
Hence, it remains to prove that γ ¥ ρpfq. Define a ρnull set H P Σ by
N  tx P Ω : fjpxq dos not converges to fpxqu,
and denote Γ  ΩzN . Consider a P-simple function s such that |spxq| ¤ fpxq for every x P Ω
and fix α P p0, 1q. Let Ej  tx P Γ : α|spxq| ¤ |fpxq| u and define Dj  ΓzEj . Hence∣∣fjpxq∣∣ Ñ |fpxq| and ∣∣fjpxq∣∣   α|spxq|   |fpxq| for all x P Dj . Since tEju is an increasing
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if and only if x P Γ and
∣∣fjpxq∣∣   α|spxq|   |fpxq| for all j P N, then, fjpxq does not converge to




and consequentlyDj Ó H. Since supppgq P P andDj  Γ

supppgq we get thatDj P P . Hence,
in virtue of 2.1.1-p5q, given ε ¡ 0 exists j0 such that
ρpαs,Djq   ε, whenver j ¡ j0. (2-5)






thus, by Definition 2.1.1-p3q, (2-5) and the fact N is a ρnull set we get
ρpαsq  ρpαs,Ωq  ρpαs,N Y Ej YDjq
¤ ρpαs,Nq   ρpαs,Ejq   ρpαs,Djq
¤ ρpαs,Nq   ρpαs,Ejq   ε ¤ ρpfj, Ejq   ε
¤ ρpfjq   ε ¤ γ   ε,
by the arbitrariness of ε we have ρpαsq ¤ γ. Since ρ is left continuous we get ρpsq ¤ γ for any
simple function |spxq| ¤ |fpxq|, thus we conclude ρpfq ¤ γ for every x P Ω.
Corollary 2.1.14. Under the hypothesis of the theorem above, the set
tf : ρpfq ¤ αu, for all α ¡ 0,
is a close set with the Lρ-norm topology.
Proof. It is immediate by the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1.13.





Ñ 0 for some α ¡ 0 and it is denoted fj
ρ
ÝÑ f .
In virtue of Lemma 2.1.11 norm convergence implies modular convergence, and by Definition
2.1.15 modular convergence is weaker than norm convergence. However, in some cases both kind
of convergence are equivalent.
Lemma 2.1.16. Let fj P Lρ, then modular convergence and norm convergence are equivalent if
and only if ρpfjq Ñ 0 implies ρp2fjq Ñ 0.
Proof. Suppose that convergence and modular convergence are equivalent. Let ρpfjq Ñ 0, there-
fore, by hypothesis
∥∥fj∥∥Lρ Ñ 0, we conclude by 2.1.11 that ρpαfjq Ñ 0 for all α ¡ 0, particularly
ρp2fjq Ñ 0. On the other hand, assume ρpfjq Ñ 0 implies ρp2fjq Ñ 0 fix α ¡ 0 and consider
12 2 Preliminaries
2k ¥ α for k P N. Applying repeatedly the hypothesis we get ρp2kfjq Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8. Hence, by
(2-4)










ρp2kfjq Ñ 0, as j Ñ 8,
thus, by Lemma 2.1.11 we get the desired result.
If one of the conditions in the theorem above is satisfied, we say the modular ρ has the weak ∆2
condition.
Corollary 2.1.17. Let ρ be a semimodular that has the weak ∆2 condition. Then for every ε there
exists δ ¡ 0 such that‖f‖Lρ   ε whenever ρpfq   δ.
The following results ensures the mutual boundedness of ρ and‖‖Lρ .
Lemma 2.1.18. Let ρ be a left continuous semimodular. Then
(1) ‖f‖Lρ ¤ 1 if and only if ρpfq ¤ 1,
(2) If ρ is continuous, then ‖f‖Lρ   1 if and only if ρpfq   1 and ‖f‖Lρ  1 is equivalent to
ρpfq  1.





¤ 1 for all α ¥ 1. Since ρ is left-continuous and 1{α ¤ 1 we have ρpfq ¤ 1. On the other



















¤ α   1.
If ρpfq   1, we can write by the continuity of ρ, lim
αÑ1 
ρpαfq  ρpfq   1. Then exists a γ ¡ 1
such that ρpγfq   1, which yields‖f‖Lρ ¤ 1{γ   1 by the definition of norm. The equivalence
between‖f‖Lρ  1 and ρpfq  1 follows by the cases p1q and p2q.
In the next chapters we shall need to prove norm inequalities in RBVppqpra, bsq by using the next
lemma.
Lemma 2.1.19. Given a left continuous semimodular ρ and f P Lρ we have
(1) If ‖f‖Lρ ¤ 1 then ρpfq ¤‖f‖Lρ ,
(2) if ‖f‖Lρ ¡ 1 then‖f‖Lρ ¤ ρpfq,
(3) ‖f‖Lρ ¤ ρpfq   1.
2.1 Modular function spaces 13
Proof. By the homogeneity of ‖‖Lρ we get






























then α   ρpfq. Since α is arbitrary we conclude that‖f‖Lρ ¤ ρpfq. Part p3q is immediate.
Finally, to end this chapter we show the norm topology generated by the Amemiya and Luxemburg
functionals coincide, namely:
Theorem 2.1.20. Let ρ be a convex semimodular. Then ~f~Lρ is a seminorm and
‖f‖Lρ ¤ ~f~Lρ ¤ 2‖f‖Lρ , (2-6)
for every f P Lρ.
Proof. Clearly, by the definition of ~  ~Lρ we get ~f~Lρ ¥ 0 for all f P Lρ. In order to prove the













: u ¡ 0
*
.
Now, consider ε ¡ 0 and f, g P Lρ. Then, the definition of the Amemiya norm guarantees that
there exist u, v ¡ 0 such that
~f~Lρ   ε
u
 1 ¡ ρpf{uq;
~g~Lρ   ε
v
 1 ¡ ρpg{vq.



























































~f   g~Lρ ¤ ~f~Lρ   ~g~Lρ   2ε,
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and, since ε ¡ 0 is arbitrary we have
~f   g~Lρ ¤ ~f~Lρ   ~g~Lρ .
Arguing like in Lemma 2.1.10 we see that ~αf~Lρ  |α|~f~Lρ . To prove (2-6), let us observe that
































































¤ 2u  2‖f‖Lρ   2ε,
hence, ~f~Lρ ¤ 2‖f‖Lρ   2ε. Since ε ¡ 0 is arbitrary we conclude that ~f~Lρ ¤ 2‖f‖Lρ .
3 Riesz bounded variation spaces with variable
exponent
In this chapter we introduce variable exponent bounded variation spaces in the Riesz sense, we
prove some embedding results and finally we show that a type of Riesz representation lemma is
valid in the newly introduced spaces.
Let us start by defining the so-called variable Lebesgue spaces. The basics on such spaces may
be found in the monographs [20, 22]. From now and on, by an exponent function we mean a
measurable function p : I ÝÑ r1,8s. For I  R we set p I : ess supxPI ppxq and p

I :
ess infxPI ppxq; we use the abbreviations p   p I and p  p

I . We define PpIq as the set of all
exponent functions such that p    8.
Throughout the text we use the symbol α À β to mean that there exists a constant C such that
α ¤ Cβ. If α À β and β À α then we write α  β.





and the Luxemburg-Nakano norm by
‖ϕ‖LppqpIq : inf
#









Definition 3.0.1. Let p P PpIq. The variable Lebesgue space LppqpIq is introduced as the set of
all real-valued measurable functions ϕ : I ÝÑ R for which the modular is finite, i.e. %ppqpϕq   8.
Equipped with the Luxemburg-Nakano norm (5-2) this is a Banach space.
We need to impose some regularity in the variable exponent in order to have some “fruitful” theory
(e.g. the boundedness of the maximal operator).
Definition 3.0.2. A function p : I ÝÑ R is said to be log-Hölder continuous or satisfy the Dini-
Lipschitz condition on I if there exists a positive constant Cln such that






for all x, y P I such that |x y|   1{2. We will write p P PlogpIq when p is log-Hölder continuous
and p P PpIq.
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We will need the following embedding result. (see e.g., [20, 22])
Theorem 3.0.3. Let p, q P PpIq , ppxq ¤ qpxq, x P ra, bs. Then
Lqpqra, bs ãÑ Lppqra, bs. (3-3)
The following lemma is adapted from a more general result, see e.g. [22, 21].





I ¤ C, (3-4)
for some constant C ¡ 0 and every interval I  R.
Proof. Since pI  p
 
I   0, we find that |I|
pI p
 
I   1 for every I satisfying |I| ¡ 1{4. If |I| ¤ 1{4





















Let us state the following lemma which is tailored for our purposes, it is already known in a slightly
different formulation, see [23, 21].












|fpyq|ppyq dy   1 (3-5)
for all x P ra, bs and‖f‖Lppqpra,bsq ¤ 1.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity let us denote I  ra, bs and as usual |I|  b  a. We define the
radius of I by r  |I| {2. The proof is divided in two cases.











































|I| ¤ 1. (3-6)





































































































































|fpyq|ppyq dy   1.











and normed using the Luxemburg norm, viz.
‖x‖`tpnu : inf
#









By `mtpnu we denote the set of all x P `tpnu such that the k
th projection of x is zero for all k ¡ m, i.e.
prkpxq  0 for all natural k ¡ m. See e.g., [41, 42]
Variable exponent Lebesgue sequence spaces satisfy the following Hölder inequality
8̧
i1
xiyi ¤ 2‖x‖`tpnu‖y‖`tqnu (3-7)








for all i P N.
3.0.1. Bounded Variation in the Riesz Sense
In this section we introduce variable exponent bounded variation spaces in the Riesz sense. We
also show some function modular properties and embedding results.
Definition 3.0.6. Let Πra,bs  ta  t0   t1   . . .   tn  bu be a partition of ra, bs and p an func-
tion in Ppra, bsq. We define the functionals σppqra,bs,V
ppq
ra,bs

























where Πra,bs is a tagged partition of the interval ra, bs, i.e. a partition of the interval ra, bs together
with a finite sequence of numbers x0, . . . , xn1 subject to the conditions that for each i, ti ¤ xi ¤







f P Rra,bs : Vppqra,bspfq   8
)
.
Lemma 3.0.7. Let p : ra, bs Ñ r1,8q be a function in PpIq. Then Vppqra,bs is a convex pseudomod-
ular.
Proof. We have that Vppqra,bsp0q  0, or more generally, we have that V
ppq
ra,bspfq  0 if and only
if f  const. To see this observe that if f  const then for every partition Πra,bs we have thatfptiq  fpti1q  0 so Vppqra,bspfq  0. Now, we suppose that f is not constant on ra, bs then
there exist ti1 and ti in ra, bs such that
fpti1q  fptiq  0. Let Πra,bs be a partition of ra, bs that









The property that Vppqra,bspαfq  V
ppq
ra,bspfq whenever |α|  1 is also clear. To show the convexity of
V
ppq
ra,bs, we note that
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which follows from the convexity of x ÞÑ xp on r0, 8qwhen ppxq ¥ 1 and the definition of Vppqra,bs.









when λ   1.
We can now introduce a norm on the quotient space
RBVppqpra, bsq : RBVppqpra, bsq{C,
where C is the space of all constant functions, viz.
‖f‖RBVppqpra,bsq  inf
#


























$&% 1p  , b ¤ 1;1
p
, b ¥ 1.
3.1. Main Results
In this section we will prove our main results dealing with ppq-bounded Riesz variation spaces.
Theorem 3.1.1. Given p, q P Ppra, bsq, suppose that ppxq ¤ qpxq, x P ra, bs. Then
RBVqpqpra, bsq ãÑ RBVppqpra, bsq.















 1, x P ra, bs.












, B  pti  tiiq
1
spxi1q ,
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pti  ti1q, (3-9)





























pb aq À 1
which implies, from (3-8) and the definition of the RBV-norm, that
‖f‖RBVppqpra,bsq À‖f‖RBVqpqpra,bsq
with the constant C ¡ 0 independent of f , which ends the proof.
Remark 3.1.2. In order to apply Lemma 2.1.16 let us show thatVppqra,bspfjq Ñ 0 impliesV
ppq
ra,bsp2fjq Ñ







thus, modular and norm convergence are equivalent in RBVppqpra,bsq. On the other hand, the func-
tional σtpnu also satisfies the condition above. Let σtpnupxjq Ñ 0, j Ñ 8. Then
σtpnup2xjq ¤ 2
p σtpnupxjq Ñ 0.
Which means, by Lemma 2.1.16, that σtpnu has the weak ∆2 condition.
Next, we show that the space RBVppqpra, bsq contains all Lipschitz functions and is contained in
the set of absolutely continuous functions. But, let us remember first the following concepts
Definition 3.1.3. We say that a function f : ra, bs ÐÑ R is absolutely continuous if for every
ε ¡ 0 there exists δ ¡ 0 such that the following condition is valid:
Ņ
j1
∣∣fptjq  fptj1q∣∣   ε, whenever Ņ
j1
∣∣tj  tj1∣∣   δ.
If f is absolutely contunuous in ra, bs we write f P ACra, bs.
Definition 3.1.4. A function f : ra, bs ÝÑ R is said that satisfies a Lipchitz condition if there exists
a constant C ¡ 0 such that
|fpxq  fpyq| ¤ C|x y| .
In that case we write f P Lipra, bs.
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Theorem 3.1.5. Given p P Ppra, bsq. Then and Lippra, bsq be the space of Lipschitz functions on
ra, bs and ACpra, bsq be the space of absolutely continuous functions in ra, bs. Then
Lippra, bsq  RBVppqpra, bsq  ACpra, bsq.















 p1  Lqp pb aq,
from which we have that Vppqra,bspfq   8 and therefore f P RBVppqpra, bsq.
Let us now prove that RBVppqpra, bsq  ACpra, bsq. We have that
ņ
i1


































, Yi  pti  ti1q
1
p1pxi1q .










pti  ti1q ¤ δ,
from which we get the desired embedding.
Example 3.1.6. Let us show that there exists a function f P RBVppqpr0, 1sqzLippr0, 1sq. Let
I  r0, 1s, r ¥ 1 and define
fptq 
$&%0 t  0,t  1 logptq 0   t ¤ 1,
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and
pptq 
$&%r 0 ¤ t ¤ 1{e,x  1 1{e   t ¤ 1.







p1 logptqq  8,
so, f R Lippr0, 1sq. On the other hand observe that f 1ptq   logptq for 0   t ¤ 1. Thus, by Riesz












tret dt   Γpr   1q   8.
Now, let Πr1{e,1s  t1{e  t0,    , tn  1u be a tagged partition of r1{e, 1s. Since f
1ptq 
































Since Πr1{e,1s is arbitrary, we get that V
ppq








we conclude that f P RBVppqpr0, 1sq.
Now, we prove the completeness of the space RBVppqpra, bsq.
Theorem 3.1.7. The space RBVppqpra, bsq is a Banach space.
Proof. Let tfmumPN be a Cauchy sequence in RBVppqpra, bsq, i.e.
‖fm  fn‖RBVppqpra,bsq ÝÝÝÝÝÑm,nÑ8 0.
We take the representantive of each equivalence class using the rule that fmpaq  0 for all m P N,
from which we get
|fmpxq  fnpxq| 
fmpxq  fnpxq   fmpaq  fnpaq .
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Let Πtxu be any tagged partition that contains the point x. We have
Ņ
i1












from which we get





























since Vppqra,bspfm  fnq ÝÝÝÝÝÑm,nÑ8 0 due to the fact that‖fm  fn‖RBVppqpra,bsq ÝÝÝÝÝÑm,nÑ8 0 and Proposi-









nPN is a Cauchy sequence inR and we take fpxq : limnÑ 8 fnpxq. Therefore,









Ñ 0, mÑ 8.
Thus, ‖f  fm‖RBVppqpra,bsq Ñ 0 whenever m is sufficiently large. From we get that f  fm P
RBVppqpra, bsq which implies that f P RBVppqpra, bsq due to the vector space structure of the
space. Moreover,∣∣∣‖f‖RBVppqpra,bsq ‖fm‖RBVppqpra,bsq∣∣∣ ¤‖f  fm‖RBVppqpra,bsq ,
So, ‖fm‖RBVppqpra,bsq ÝÝÝÑmÑ8 ‖f‖RBVppqpra,bsq.
A famous result regarding bounded variation functions in the Riesz sense is the celebrated Riesz
representation lemma, which connects the Riesz semi-norm with the Lp-norm of the derivative
of the function. A similar phenomenon happens in the variable case, although now the relation
obtained is equivalence of norms.
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Theorem 3.1.8. Let p P Plogpra, bsq. If f is an absolutely continuous function on ra, bs and f 1 P





Proof. Let‖f 1‖Lppqpra,bsq  1 and Π

ra,bs  tti1 ¤ xi1 ¤ tiu be a tagged partition of ra, bs. Since
f is an absolutely continuous function on ra, bs we have
∣∣∣∣fptiq  fpti1qti  ti1





























∣∣f 1ptq∣∣pptq dt  pti  ti1q,










∣∣f 1ptq∣∣pptq dt  b a
À %ppqpf
1q   b a
À 1,
since %ppqpf 1q ¤ 1 by Lemma 2.1.19. Then, we have proved
%ppqpf
1q ¤ 1 implies Vppqra,bspfq ¤ C;
therefore by (3-8) we get
‖f‖RBVppqpra,bsq ¤ C
ν ,






which ends the proof.
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f 1ptqpptq dt. (3-11)
Then we have that ∥∥f 1∥∥
Lppqpra,bsq
À‖f‖RBVppqpra,bsq . (3-12)
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.5 we have that RBVppqpra, bsq  ACpra, bsq, from which exists f 1 almost
everywhere on the interval ra, bs. Consider Πn 
 
a  t0,n   t1,n        tn,n  b
(
a tagged
partition of ra, bs where ti,n ¤ xi,n ¤ ti 1,n and
t0,n  a, t1,n  a 
1
n
pb 1q,    , tn1,n  a 
n 1
n
pb aq, tn,n  b.
We define a function Fn by
Fnptq 
$''&''%
∣∣∣∣∣fpti 1, nq  fpti,nqti 1,n  ti,n
∣∣∣∣∣ , ti,n ¤ t   ti 1,n,
0 for t  b,
and observe that Fnptq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8










then, since ppq P L8ra, bs, we have that pnptq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
pptq a.e by the Lebesgue differentiation







Hence by Fatou’s Lemma we estimate as follows
b»
a




















Inequality (3-12) is a consequence of (3-11) and the definition of norm.
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Remark 3.1.10. Given p, q P Plogpra, bsq, 1 ¤ ppxq ¤ qpxq, the embedding result 3.1.1 is a








4 Nemytskii operator in Riesz bounded
variation spaces with variable exponent
4.1. Nemytskii operator
In this section we will give a result regarding the Nemytskii operator, but we first need to show
that the space RBVppq is in fact a Banach algebra. To show this we will rely on the so-called
Orlicz-Maligranda criterion. First, we introduce the concept of Banach algebra.
Definition 4.1.1. An algebraA is a complex vector space endowed with a multiplication operation,
and, moreover:
(1) fpg.hq  pf.gqh;
(2) pf   gq.h  f.h  g.h;
(3) αpf.gq  pαfq.g;
where f, g, h P X and α P C.




is a normed space, and, further:





is a Banach algebra if ‖‖ is a complete norm.
Proposition 4.1.3 (Orlicz-Maligranda Criterion [34]). Let pX,‖‖q be a Banach space whose ele-
ments are bounded functions, which under pointwise multiplication‖fg‖ ¤‖f‖8‖g‖ ‖f‖‖g‖8 ,
for all f, g P X . Then pX,~  ~q equipped with the norm ~f~ ‖f‖8 ‖f‖ is a Banach algebra.
Proof. Since‖‖8 and‖‖RBVppqra,bs are norms, we have that ~  ~ is a norm on X . Let f, g P X .
Further, ~  ~ is a complete norm on X due to ‖‖ and ‖‖8 are complete norms.
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We now obtain the key inequality for showing that RBVppq is in fact a Banach algebra.
Theorem 4.1.4. Let p P Ppra, bsq, and f, g P RBVppqra, bs. Then
}fg}RBVppqra,bs ¤ }f}8 }g}RBVppqra,bs   }f}RBVppqra,bs }g}8 . (4-1)
Proof. Since the functions f and g are bounded, for simplicity we will write λ1  }f}8, λ2  }g}8
and λ  λ1 }g}RBVppqra,bs   λ2 }f}RBVppqra,bs. Let Π







































































































where we used the convexity of the function x ÞÑ xp, p ¥ 1. Since the obtained inequality holds
for any tagged partition Πra,bs, the result follows by definition of the norm‖‖RBVppq .
From the Orlicz-Maligranda Criterion and the previous estimate we immediately obtain.
Corollary 4.1.5. Given p P Ppra, bsq. Then pRBVppqra, bs,~  ~RBVppqq is a Banach algebra
where ~  ~RBVppq : }}8   }}RBVppq .
For further usage, we define the subspace RBV0ppqra, bs by
RBV0ppqra, bs  tu P RBV
0
ppqra, bs : upaq  0u.
Observe that RBV0ppqra, bs is a normed space with the norm }}RBVppq .Moreover, it is a Banach
space. The following result states that RBVppqra, bs0 is continuously embedded in L8ra, bs.
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Lemma 4.1.6. Let us assume that p P Ppra, bsq. Then
RBV0ppqra, bs ãÑ L8ra, bs.
Proof. Let u P RBV0ppqra, bs. Assume that‖u‖RBVppq  0, and let us consider
E 
#








Given t0 P pa, ts, we observe that φ : x ÝÑ ϕpxq{x is and increasing function on p0,8q where

















































































|uptq| ¤ pb aq11{ppt0q‖u‖RBVppq ¤ pb a  1q
11{p ‖u‖RBVppq . (4-3)
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Hence, by (4-2) and (4-3) we have
|uptq|  |uptq|χEptq  |uptq|χpa,bszEptq
À‖uχE‖RBVppq  
∥∥uχpa,bszE∥∥RBVppq À‖u‖RBVppq ,
for all t P pa, bs, which implies‖u‖8 À‖u‖RBVppq .
Remark 4.1.7. Under the hypothesis of the Lemma above we see that~~RBVppqra,bs and‖‖RBVppqra,bs
are equivalent norms. That is;
~u~RBVppqra,bs ‖u‖RBVppqra,bs ,
for all u P RBV0ppqra, bs.
Definition 4.1.8. Given I  R a close interval. We say that a function f : I  R ÝÑ I is a
Caratheodory function if :
(1) fp, xq is a Lebesgue measurable function for all x P R;
(2) fpt, q is a continuous function a.e in R for all t P I .
We now introduce the Nemytskii operator, also known as the superposition operator.
Definition 4.1.9 (Nemytskii operator). Let f : I  R ÝÑ I be a Caratheodory function. The
operator Ff , defined by pFfϕqptq  fpt, ϕptqq, for all t P I and ϕ : I ÝÑ R, is called the
Nemytskii operator based on f .
We need one more definition before stating and proving the main result of this chapter.
Definition 4.1.10. We say that an operator T : X ÝÑ Y , where X and Y are normed spaces, is
globally Lipschitz if there exists a global constant C such that
‖Tx1  Tx2‖Y À‖x1  x2‖X ,
for all x1, x2 P X .
4.2. Main Results
We characterize the Nemytskii operator whenever it acts between variable Riesz bounded variation
spaces, namely:
Theorem 4.2.1. Given p P Plogpra, bsq and q P Ppra, bsq, suppose that qpxq ¤ ppxq. The Nemytskii
operator Ff maps RBV0ppqra, bs into RBV
0
qpqra, bs and is globally Lipschitz if and only if there
are functions g, h P RBV0qpqra, bs such that
fpt, yq  gptqy   hptq, t P ra, bs, y P R.
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Proof. pñq Let y P R. Define u0 : ra, bs ÝÑ R, t ÞÑ u0ptq  y and
Ff : RBV
0
ppqra, bs ÝÑ RBV
0
qpqra, bs, u0 ÞÑ Ff pu0q
with Ff pu0qptq  fpt, yq. Then x ÞÑ fpx, yq P RBV0qpqra, bs, for all y P R, from which it follows
that x ÞÑ fpx, yq P ACra, bs. Let t, t1 P ra, bs, t   t1, y1, y2, y11, y12 P R. Let us define u1, u2 by
s ÞÑ uipsq 
$'''&'''%
yi a ¤ s ¤ t,
y1i  yi
t1  t
ps tq   yi t   s ¤ t
1,
y1i t
1   s ¤ b,
from which it follows that ui P ACra, bs, i  1, 2. Moreover we have that the function u1  u2 :
ra, bs ÝÑ R is given by
pu1  u2qpsq 
$'''&'''%
y1  y2 a ¤ s   t,









1   s ¤ b.




0 a ¤ s   t,




t ¤ s ¤ t1,
0 t1   s ¤ b.





















By Riesz Theorem 3.1.8 we have that
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By hypothesis we have that Ff pu1q, Ff pu2q and Ff pu1qFf pu2q belong to the space RBVqpqra, bs
where Ff puiq : ra, bs ÝÑ R, s ÞÑ Ff puiqpsq  fps, uipsqq and
fps, uipsqq 
$''''&''''%






ps tq   yi


t ¤ s ¤ t1,
fps, y1iq t
1   s ¤ b.
We consider the partition Π  ta   t   t1   bu and ξ P rt, t1s, then Ff pu1q  Ff pu2q pt1q   Ff pu1q  Ff pu2q ptqqpξq
pt1  tqqpξq1
¤
Ff pu1q  Ff pu2qqpξqRBVqpqra,bsVqpqra,bs
 Ff pu1q  Ff pu2qFf pu1q  Ff pu2qRBVqpqra,bs

¤
Ff pu1q  Ff pu2qqpξqRBVqpqra,bs

















Let y11  w   z, y12  w, y1  z, y2  0. Then fpt1, w   zq  fpt1, wq   fpt, 0q  fpt, zq  0, By
the continuity of fp, xq we obtain,
fpt, w   zq  fpt, 0q 
 




fpt, zq  fpt, 0q

.
Let Ptpq : fpt, q  fpt, 0q, which yields that Ptpw   zq  Ptpwq   Ptpzq. Since Ptpq is
continuous, so the Cauchy functional equation is satisfied and its unique continuous solution is
given by Ptpyq  gptqy with g : ra, bs ÝÑ R. Let us now define the function h
h : ra, bs ÝÑ R, t ÞÑ hptq  fpt, 0q,
therefore h P RBV0qpqra, bs and fpt, yq  gptqy   hptq. Since
fpt, 1q  fpt, 0q 
 
Ptp1q   fpt, 0q

 fpt, 0q  gptq
for t P ra, bs, we conclude that g P RBV0qpqra, bs.
pðq Let g, h P RBV0qpqra, bs be such that fpt, yq  gptqy   hptq. The Nemytskii operator in this
case is given by Ff puqptq  fpt, uptqq  gptquptq   hptq. By Theorem 3.1.1, Remark 4.1.7, and,
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since RBV0ppqra, bs is a Banach algebra we have
~Ff puq~RBVqpq  ~g  u  h~RBVqpq
¤ ~g  u~RBVqpq   ~h~RBVqpq
¤ ~g~RBVqpq~u~RBVqpq   ~h~RBVqpq
À ~g~RBVqpq~u~RBVppq   ~h~RBVqpq   8;
which implies that Ff : RBV0ppqra, bs ÝÑ RBV
0
qpqra, bs. To show that Ff satisfies a Lipschitz
global condition, let us take u1, u2 P RBV0ppqra, bs. Again, by Theorem 3.1.1 and Remark 4.1.7
we estimate as follows
~Ff pu1q  Ff pu2q~RBVqpq  ~fp, u1q  fp, u2q~RBVqpq
 ~g pu1  u2q ~RBVqpq
À ~g~RBVqpq~u1  u2~RBVqpq
À ~u1  u2~RBVppq .
The next result shows that a globally Lipschitz Nemytskii operator acting between Riesz bounded
variation spaces is constant when the exponent of the target space is essentially bigger than the
exponent from the domain space, namely:
Theorem 4.2.2. Given p P Plogpra, bsq, suppose that q P Ppra, bsq and 1   p    qptq for all
t P ra, bs. If the Nemytskii operator Ff maps RBVppqra, bs into RBVqpqra, bs and is globally
Lipschitz, then the function f satisfies the condition fpt, xq  fpt, 0q for t P ra, bs and x P R.
Proof. There exists a global constant C such that∥∥Ff pu1q  Ff pu2q∥∥RBVqpqra,bs ¤ C‖u1  u2‖RBVppqra,bs , u1, u2 P RBVppqra,bs.
Let t, t0 P ra, bs with t0   t. By the definition of RBVqpqra, bs-norm and the global Lipchitz
condition over F we obtain










¤‖Fu1  Fu2‖qptqRBVqpqra,bs (4-4)
À‖u1  u2‖qptqRBVppq .




1 a ¤ τ ¤ t0,
 τt
tt0
t0 ¤ τ ¤ t,
0 t ¤ τ ¤ b.













For a given x P R we define the functions u1, u2 P RBVppqra, bs by
u1pτq  x, u2pτq  αpτqx, τ P ra, bs.
Again by Theorems 3.1.8, 3.0.3 and (4-5) we get
‖u1  u2‖RBVppqra,bs À
∥∥pu1  u2q1∥∥Lppqra,bs
À







hence, substituting (4-6) into (4-4) we obtain





Letting t0 Ñ t we conclude that fpt, xq  fpt, 0q, since qptqp   1 ¡ 0.
5 Linear functionals on variable exponent
Bochner-Lebesgue spaces





and give a general characterization of the dual space of the variable




without further assumptions on the Banach
space B by means of the Bartle integral.
5.1. Vector valued measures and Bochner integral
By B we will denote a Banach space and by B its topological dual space. A mapping G : F ÝÑ
B, where F is a field of subsets of a set Ω, is called a vector measure if wheneverE1, E2 are disjoint





the norm topology of B, for every sequence tEju of mutually disjoint sets of F , then G is called
countably additive.






where the supremum is taken over all the finite disjoint partitions Π of A by elements of F . If
}G}pAq   8, G will be called of bounded variation. More about vector measures can be found in
[24].
In what follows we will assume G : F ÝÑ B and x1,    , xN are elements of B. Let tEju be a
finite sequence of pairwise disjoint sets on F and s 
°N






For further use in our main result, we provide the definition of the integral with respect to a vector-
valued measure G; sometimes called the Bartle Integral; for a complete discussion about integra-
bility with respect to vector-valued measures see [25].
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Definition 5.1.1. Let G be a countable additive vector measure of bounded variation. We say that
a function f : Ω ÝÑ B is G-integrable if there exists a Cauchy sequence tsnu of simple functions









Since in the next section we will deal with B-valued functions, we define for the sake of complete-
ness the Bochner integral. Let Σ be the smallest σ-algebra that contains F . Let µ be a real valued
measure and let pΩ,Σ, µq be a measure space. The Bochner integral of a simple function s, respect






Definition 5.1.2. A function f : Ω ÝÑ B is called µ-measurable if there exists a sequence of
simple functions tsnu such that limnÑ8‖sn  f‖B  0 µ-almost everywhere. It is called Bochner
integrable if there exists a sequence of simple functions tsnu such that limnÑ8
³
Ω
}snf}B dµ  0,
and »
Ω





5.1.1. Variable exponent spaces
Let I be a closed interval of R and E a Lebesgue measurable set. The Lebesgue measure of E will
be denoted by |E|. We introduce the Bochner Lebesgue spaces with variable exponent; the basics
on such spaces and variable exponent spaces may be found in [19, 20, 22].





and the Luxemburg-Nakano norm by
‖f‖LppqpI,Bq : inf
#









The variable Bochner-Lebesgue space LppqpI, Bq is the set of all B-valued measurable functions
f : I ÝÑ B for which the modular is finite, i.e. %ppqpfq   8. Equipped with the Luxemburg-
Nakano norm (5-2) this is a Banach space.
By p P BpIq we will mean the set of functions in PpIq such that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal










dx, 0   |E|   8. (5-3)
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If p and q are conjugate exponents functions (i.e. if 1{ppxq   1{qpxq  1), then 1{pE   1{qE  1.
In what follows we will denote‖‖LppqpI,Bq as‖‖LppqpBq. We recall that if p and q are functions in
PpIq such that ppxq ¤ qpxq a.e. then
LqpqpI, Bq ãÑ LppqpI, Bq. (5-4)
From the definition of Lppq norm we get the next result
Proposition 5.1.3. Given p an admissible functions, we have
‖f‖p Lppq ¤ %ppqpfq ¤‖f‖
p
Lppq
, ‖f‖Lppq ¤ 1,
‖f‖pLppq ¤ %ppqpfq ¤‖f‖
p 
Lppq
, ‖f‖Lppq ¥ 1.
The following lemma is sometimes called the Fatou property of the norm.
Lemma 5.1.4 ([19]). Let tfnu be a Cauchy sequence in LppqpI, Bq. Then, tfnu has subsequence
that converges in B-norm a.e.
Remark 5.1.5. Lemmas 5.1.6 and 5.1.7 below, can be stated for LppqpI, Bq. The proof of those
cases do not involve any significantly change. See [20].
Lemma 5.1.6. Given a function f P LppqpI,Rq, let tfnu be a sequence in LppqpI,Rq such that
fn Ò f almost everywhere. Then‖fn‖LppqpI,Rq Ñ‖f‖LppqpI,Rq .
Lemma 5.1.7. Suppose that p is an exponent function. Then the set of simple functions is dense in
LppqpI,Rq.
Since, for convenience it has been changed the notation of intervals and partitions in this chapter, we
redefine the notion of variable Lebesgue sequences spaces with the current notation. Let Q  tQu
be a countable disjoint sequence of intervals and txQuQPQ be a sequence of real numbers. Given










and endowed with the Luxemburg norm, viz.
∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥`ppqQ : inf









For a fixed disjoint sequence of intervalsQ  tQu the variable exponent Lebesgue sequence spaces
satisfy the following Hölder’s inequality¸
QPQ
∣∣xQyQ∣∣ ¤ 2∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥`ppqQ ∥∥tyQuQPQ∥∥`qpqQ , (5-5)
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where p and q are conjugate exponents.
The following result can be found in [30].













for all the sequences Q  tQu of disjoint cubes and xQ P R.
We end this section with the following useful lemma, see [22, Corollary 4.5.9] for a proof.
Lemma 5.1.9. Let p P BpRq. Then
∥∥χQ∥∥LppqpRq  |Q| 1pQ .
5.2. Variable exponent bounded variation in the Riesz sense
We now define ppq-Riesz bounded variation over the set of vector measures. We shall deal from
now and on with vector measures G : Bra,bs Ñ B, where Bra,bs is the Borel σ-algebra restricted to
an interval ra, bs. Let Q  tQu be a finite partition of ra, bs by any kind of disjoint non-degenerate























Following the ideas of Chapter 2 the next lemma can be proved with a straightforward calculation.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let p : ra, bs ÝÑ r1,8q be a measurable function. Then VppqΩ is a convex pseudo
modular.










q , λ   1.










q , λ ¥ 1.
By virtue of Lemma 5.2.1 we are able to introduce a norm on the quotient space
RBVppqpra, bs, B
q : RBVppqpra, bs, B
q{C,
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where C is the space of all constant vector measures, viz.
‖G‖RBVppqpra,bs,Bq  inf
#











For other properties of RBVppqpra, bs, Bq in the case B  R see [14, 28].
Remark 5.2.2. Due to the way the norms on RBVppq and `ppqQ were defined, is not difficult to show
that‖‖RBVppq and‖‖`ppqQ satisfy similar estimates as in Proposition 5.1.3.
In the sequel we will introduce another norm in the space RBVppq. We start by introducing the
space λppqQ pBq, with B a Banach space.
Let Q  tQu be a sequence of disjoint intervals in Bra,bs and txQuQPQ be a sequence in B. We









Since ςppq is a convex pseudomodular, we define
∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥λppqQ pBq  inf















∥∥xQ∥∥B∥∥yQ∥∥B À∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥λppqQ pBq∥∥tyQuQPQ∥∥λqpqQ pBq . (5-7)
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that
∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥λppqQ pBq  1 and∥∥tyQuQPQ∥∥λqpqQ pBq  1.























































and by the homogeneity of the norm‖‖B we conclude (5-7).
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Definition 5.2.4. Let G P RBVppqpra, bs, Bq. We define the norm ~  ~RBVqpq by
~G~RBVqpqpra,bs,Bq  sup











Given G,H vector measures and α P R, ~  ~RBVqpq satisfies
(i) ~G~RBVqpq ¥ 0 and ~G~RBVqpq  0 if and only if GpAq  0 for all A P Bra,bs;
(ii) ~G H~RBVqpq ¤ ~G~RBVqpq   ~H~RBVqpq ;
(iii) ~αG~RBVqpq  |α|~G~RBVqpq .
Proof. It is immediate by the definition of the norm that ~G~RBVqpq ¥ 0. Now, Let GpAq  0 for
all A P Bra,bs. Then xGpAq, xAy  0 for all xA P B; so, ~G~RBVqpqpra,bs,Bq  0. On the other
hand, assume that ~G~RBVqpqpra,bs,Bq  0. Fix Q  tAu, A P Bra,bs, and take xA P B; therefore
0  ~G~RBVqpqpra,bs,Bq ¥ |xGpAq, xAy| ¥ 0.
Hence xGpAq, xAy  0. Finally, since GpAq P B is a linear functional and xA is arbitrary, we
conclude thatGpAq  0 for everyA P Bra,bs. Properties (I) and (II) are obtained by straightforward
calculations; so, we conclude ~  ~RBVqpq is a norm over the set of vector measures G : Bra,bs ÝÑ
B.
Lemma 5.2.5. Let Q  tQu be a finite disjoint sequence of intervals in Bra,bs and txQuQPQ be a




∣∣∣∣∣∣ ¤ ~G~RBVqpq∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥λppqQ pBq . (5-8)
Proof. Let tx̂QuQPQ  txQuQPQ{
∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥λppqQ pBq, then∥∥tx̂QuQPQ∥∥λppqQ pBq  1. By the definition




∣∣∣∣∣∣ ¤ ~G~RBVqpq ,
which implies (5-8).
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Proof. Let Q  tQu be a finite partition of ra, bs and txQuQPQ be a finite sequence of elements in
B such that
∥∥txQuQPQ∥∥λppqQ pBq ¤ 1. We may assume without loss of generality that‖G‖RBVqpq  1.
By Theorem 5.2.3 and Lemma 2.1.19 we have¸
QPQ


























À Vqpqra,bspGq   1	 À 1.
Since ~  ~RBVqpq is homogeneous, we deduce that
~G~RBVqpq À‖G‖RBVqpq . (5-10)






∥∥xQ∥∥B  ε#Q ¤ ∣∣xGpQq, xQy∣∣ ,































¤ ~G~RBVqpq Vqpqra,bspGq   1	 .










and by the homogeneity of ~  ~RBVqpq we conclude
‖G‖RBVqpq À ~G~RBVqpq .
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5.3. Main Results
We now characterize the linear functionals in variable exponent Bochner-Lebesgue spaces.
Theorem 5.3.1. Let p, q P Bpra, bsq be conjugate exponent functions, and suppose p ¡ 1. Then,
















is a linear isomorphism, and
‖`G‖pLppqpra,bs,Bqq ‖G‖RBVqpqpra,bs,Bq .




xQχQ, xQ P B. (5-12)













































































ra,bs pGq   1 À 1.
(5-14)
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Taking (5-13)–(5-15) into account, we obtain
|`Gpsq| À‖s‖LppqpBq , (5-16)
whenever s is a simple function and‖G‖RBVqpq  1. By Lemma 5.1.4, Remark 5.1.5 and Lemma




there exists a sequence tsnu of simple functions con-
verging to f on LppqpBq. Thus, by Lemma 5.1.6 and Definition 5.1.1 we have
|`Gpfq| À‖f‖LppqpBq ,
for all f P Lppq pBq and‖G‖RBVqpq  1, hence
‖`G‖pLppqpBqq À 1.
We note that `αGpfq  α`Gpfq for all α P R and all f P Lppq pBq. For ‖G‖RBVqpq  1, take
α  1{‖G‖RBVqpq and




























q, and define G : Bra,bs ÝÑ B by
xGpP q, xy  `pxχP q, x P B, P P Bra,bs.
Take Q  tP u a finite disjoint collection of sets in Bra,bs and observe that G is finitely additive;
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¸
QPQ
∣∣xGpQq, xQy∣∣  ¸
QPQ


































α , α P t1{p, 1{p u,
(5-17)
where ıQ  sgn `pxQχQq. Given ε ¡ 0 and a finite sequence of non-negative numbers tbQuQPQ we
can choose xQ P B such that }xQ}B  bQ and




















































1α ¤‖`‖  1.
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Since Q is arbitrary, we get Vqpqra,bspGq ¤ 1. From the definition and the homogeneity of the norm
on RBVqpq we obtain that
‖G‖RBVqpqpBq À‖`‖ .


















s dG  `Gpsq;
hence, `  `G on simple functions. Therefore, by the density of simple functions on LppqpBq, we
conclude `  `G on Lppq pBq and‖`‖ ‖`G‖pLppqpBqq .
Remark 5.3.2. We conjecture that Lemma 5.1.9 can be extended by considering a more general





replacing the Lebesgue measure by µ and state Theorem 5.3.1
with this general assumption.
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